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1. Introduction. The following theorem is due to D. J. Newman

[3]: if/„, / are in H1 of the unit circle, ||/n|H|/||i and fn(z)^f(z)

uniformly on compact subsets of |z| <1, then f\fn—f\dd—>0. New-

man refers to this property of H1 as pseudo-uniform convexity.

Let A be a Dirichlet algebra on the compact Hausdorff space X

and let Hl(dm) be the closure of A in L1(dm) where m is a nonnega-

tive finite Borel measure on X such that /*(0) =fxfdm defines a

multiplicative linear functional on A. For the necessary results con-

cerning Dirichlet algebras, see [2, p. 54]. In some work on invariant

subspaces [4], the question arose as whether or not Hx(dm) was

pseudo-uniformly convex. It was shown there that if /„ is a sequence

in Hl(dm) such that ||/„||i^l and fxf„dm—*l, then ||/» — l||i—»0. See

also Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 71 (1965), p. 855.
The purpose of this paper is to present an argument for Newman's

theorem which is independent of the interior of the unit circle and to

give an example which is a result of our attempts to generalize the

argument to the torus. The example shows that Hl(dm) need not be

pseudo-uniformly convex. We still do not know necessary and suffi-

cient conditions in order that Hl(dm) should be pseudo-uniformly

convex.

2. Newman's Theorem.

Theorem. If /„ and f are in H1 of the unit circle such that

||/n||i—>||/||i and fn(z)—yf(z) uniformly on compact subsets of \z\ <1,

then\\fn-f\\x-+0.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ||/„[|i

= ||/||i = l and that Jfdd^O. Each /„ has a factorization fn = gnhn,

where g„ and hn are in H2 and | gn\2 = \ hn\2 = |/„| almost everywhere

with respect to dd, [2, p. 71 ]. Since the unit ball of H2 is weakly com-

pact, there exist g and h in H2 such that ||g||2gl, ||&||2^1 and g and h

are weak limit points of {gn} and {hn} respectively. By passing to

subsequences, we may assume that gn—*g and hn—*h weakly. For p a

nonnegative integer, we have
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gn (P) -»g (P)    and    hn (p) -> A (p),

where <p~, (tpEL1), denotes the Fourier transform of <p.

Since

* p
(gnK)    (p)   =   ZZ gn(P  - i)hn(l),

i-0

we have fa(P) = (inhn)~(p)—*(gh)"(p). On the other hand, the hy-

pothesis that/B(z)—>/(z) uniformly on compact subsets of |z| <1 is

equivalent to/B (p)—*f(p) (p an integer), [l]. Thus f = gh and from

the inequalities

l = f \f\de= f \gh\de^Wi\\MU^ 1.

we conclude that ||g||s = ||A||j = l. The uniform convexity of H2 im-

plies that

||gn — firl 12 —> 0    and   \\hn — h\\2-*0.

It is now clear that ||/B—/||i—*0 as required.

3. An example. Let T2 denote the 2-dimensional torus and let Z2

denote the set of lattice points in the plane. We shall regard Z2 as the

group of continuous characters on T2. We define an order on Z2 by

(r, s) < (p, q)        if r < p    or if    r = p    and    s < q.

If P is the set of nonnegative lattice points (with respect to the above

order), then P is a half-plane, see [2, p. 54]. The algebra of all con-

tinuous functions whose Fourier transforms vanish outside P is a

Dirichlet algebra on T2. Also, Hp(dm), l^p<<*>, is the set of all

functions in Lp of the torus whose Fourier transforms are zero in the

complement of P.

In order to simplify the notation, let

8(x, y) = eix    and    cb(x, y) = e'v,

for (x, y)ET2. If n is a positive integer, we define g„ by

gn = — IZ 2-*'2(0*+" + 0<r*-n).
2 k=,o

Each gn is clearly continuous on T2 and ||gB||« = 1- Also, if gn (p, q) =^0,

then p = 0 and g = n or p = l and q^ —n and thus gnEH2(dm). As

before, g„ denotes the Fourier transform of g„. We now let/„ = gB and
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note that fnEH1(dm) and that ||/B||i = l. A straightforward computa-

tion shows that

00 1 00

fn= zZ i-mnHk + — JZ 2~kl2(k + i)(<t>2n+k + e2<t>-2"-k).
i=-oo 4   k=0

Consider the function/ defined by

00

f = zZ 2~mno<t>k-
k=—oo

It is clear that/B-^/" pointwise and that/B—>/ weakly. Since

/ = — ( zZ 2-k'2A ( JZ 2-k'24>-k)e
2   \ k=0 ' \ 4=0 /

and 1 = |/*(1, 0)| ^||/||i, an application of the Schwarz inequality

shows that ||/||i = l. However,/is not the norm limit of {/„} since

11/-/.||i=S |/(0, 2n)-fn(0, 2n)\   = \.

The example is now complete.
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